SOMETHING NEW

SWEET BEAT
A reception to remember calls for a cake
that not only tastes fantastic, but also
looks exquisite. Dallas-based culinary artist
Andie Moore of Andie’s Specialty
Sweets handcrafts astonishingly beautiful
candy embellishments that transform a
basic cake into a glorious feast for the eyes
as well as the taste buds. Recognized by
the likes of Martha Stewart and Oprah
Winfrey for the ornamental treats that
she and her husband, Jason, have been
vending on Etsy, Moore utilizes top-quality
ingredients in recipes she developed
herself to create her chocolate and
hard-candy confections. “I wanted to
do decorative cake embellishments that
would be substantial enough to give as
luxury gifts in their own right, as well as
make a ‘wow!’ dessert presentation,”
she explains. Nature and vintage themes
inspire her designs, such as the golden
feather cake toppers (shown here), vanilla
candy covered in edible gilding, with
worldwide shipping available. The product
line includes many items ideal for gift and
party favors as well, with custom options.
etsy.com/shop/andiespecialtysweets
–Valerie Jarvie

SWEET SPOT Husband-andwife duo Andie and Jason
Moore put a fresh, luxe spin on
cake design with gilded feather
cake toppers ($59 for 12).

Toned arms: two words that will get any bride
to put down that margarita. Sought-after
trainer Katherine Bahlburg took it upon herself
to create the perfect three-month program for
brides-to-be so there’s no shame or sucking in
on the big day. Bells and Barbells is designed
with the betrothed in mind and includes 36
personalized and private training sessions, a
nutritional consultation and a customized meal
plan to help meet wedding-day goals. Before
you know it, the wedding will have come and
gone, but Balhburg’s results will still be around.
From $60 per session, bellsandbarbells.com –SA
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BRIDAL BOOT
CAMP Fitness
guru Katherine
Bahlburg’s
ﬁtness programs
are perfect for
brides-to-be.
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